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With thanks to colleagues in book publishing for their 
thoughts and feedback; and Dr Xin Xu @ Oxford for 

thoughtful contributions on the role of monographs



• Using “migration studies”…

• The representation of books and chapters in the scholarly record, 

using both the free and subscribed version of Dimensions 

(https://app.dimensions.ai)

• The role that books play in the development of the field

• The way in which books contribute to society’s understanding of a 

topic, and how we can identify influence using Altmetric 

(https://www.altmetric.com)

What I’ll cover



Trends in publishing: 
what can we learn about 
the role of books?
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Straight line



Research 

articles show 

a straight line, 

with a recent 

increase



Chapters in 

collected 

works show 

two peaks, 

2012 and 

2017



Monographs 

show two 

peaks, 2012-

13 and 2016



Starting 

grants peak 

in 2012-13, 

plateau in 

2015-16; but 

the active

grants peak 

in 2015-16



Policy 

documents 

peak in 2013, 

2015-16



A timeline for ‘migration studies’
Articles Chapters Monographs Grants Policy 

Documents

2010 Growth Growth

2011

2012 Small peak Small peak

2013 Big peak

2014 Growth

2015

2016 Big peak Small peak

2017 Big peak

2018 Peak

Shorter development 
period; ‘journal 
container’

Shorter development period; 
collected works more agile than 
journals or monographs?

Longer development period; less 
responsive, more considered

Differing levels of 
immediacy



What does Altmetric say 
about the broader 
impact of books?
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“Migration Studies” – Twitter (a cautionary tale!)
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A timeline for ‘migration studies’
Articles Chapters Mono-

graphs
Grants Policy 

Documents
Article 
Altmetrics

Chapter 
Altmetrics

Monograph 
Altmetrics

2010 Growth Growth

2011

2012 Small 
peak

Small peak Twitter

2013 Big peak Policy cites Twitter Blog, Twitter

2014 Growth Policy cites, 
Blog, Twitter

2015 Policy cites

2016 Big peak Small peak Policy cites Policy cites, 
Blog, Twitter

2017 Big peak Policy cites, 
News, Twitter

News, Blogs, 
Twitter

Wikipedia 
cites, News, 

Twitter

2018 Peak Twitter Twitter Wikipedia 
cites, Twitter



Some conclusions3



About the scholarly record and “migration studies”

▷ The picture given by article publication data and article 
citations is relatively unnuanced

▷ There patterns of interaction between monographs, 
chapters, policy documents and citations and articles that 
reveal some of the underlying trends and dynamics in 
scholarly work

▷ That monographs are being disproportionately influential 
in channels that shape societal opinion – Wikipedia, 
education, news and blogs 

▷ Peaks in chapter, policy, monograph production may be 
leading indicators 



General conclusions

▷ Book publishers need to be more sophisticated when using data and 
altmetrics

▷ The evidence trail is nuanced and of high-quality

▷ Topic-based analysis is highly productive – in the course of this presentation, I 
found rich trends in the following subjects:
○ Forensic genomics; autonomous driving; post-truth politics; planetary geology; prion disease; 

vegan nutrition and diet; medicine and virtual reality / augmented reality

▷ Don’t just “weigh the citations” – feel the quality!

▷ A monograph is a multi-year effort: a thoughtful and nuanced piece of 
scholarship that can have decades of influence, far beyond academic citation.

▷ An edited volume can be more agile than a journal, can explore new areas and 
approaches.



A final cri de coeur…

▷ Books deserve better metadata

▷ There are between 5 and 10 million scholarly books; only 1M have DOIs 
and easily available metadata

▷ People say “books aren’t cited”, but the truth is that without identifiers and 
metadata, we don’t know if that’s true or not

▷ Abstracts, chapter-level metadata, reference lists – all add power to those 
of us who love books


